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First of all, the fact that at a certain moment in time all data considered particular to a subject are collected is already a statement about what people at that moment considered relevant to that subject. These data may vary in age, and they may certainly also be judged upon their value at their date of issue, but they have an independent and perhaps different value for the moment they were collected and selected. Within that latter context they may and should be considered. It depends on the design of the codification what value may be attached to this context. Justinian was very explicit about his Code: all constitutions collected in the Gregorian, Hermogenian and Theodosian Codes, and all constitutions issued after A.D. 438 (the Post-Theodosian Novels), should be collected in one code, but not simply as they were found. They had to be examined; what was superfluous should be removed, as should whatever was similar or contradictory or had become obsolete, and likewise for the introductions to the Novels. Texts could be combined and shortened. The constitutions should be put under an appropriate title and there should be no doubt about their general validity.5 It follows from this that the texts of Justinian's Code present in the first place rules of general validity and that in any case within a title rules on the same subject (indicated by the title's rubric) have been gathered together. This is not to say that such a title contains all the rules on that subject, because it contains them only in so far as there had been constitutions issued about it. Many texts refer to an actual case. It could happen that when a case was put before the emperor to decide, he, or later jurists, dis cerned in the decision the application of a new general rule or the adjustment of an existing one. In that case a constitution (an edict or edictal letter) to this purport was issued, or the text (e.g., a rescript) was interpreted in this way. In view of the nature of Roman legisla tion, we may expect that problems were dealt with in a general way when they arose and required a general remedy, that perhaps some potential problems were included too, but not that the administration tried in a perfectionist way to think up all theoretical problems in advance and deal with them in a general way in the constitution. Such approaches date from the days of the Natural Law scholars. But it is possible, and in the private law indeed very often the case, that other rules are contained in the writings of jurists, in this case collected in Justinian's Digest. Furthermore, Justinian's Institutes also gained the force of law. Thus to find the law on a specific subject as valid in the years A.D. 530-534, one has to check all these three works, as Justinian himself indicates (CJ I.I7.1.II, z.II).6
It is still possible that there are some points which were governed by customary, unwritten or unrecorded law, but normally we may in this way expect to find all the law as it was valid at that moment and only thenno obsolete rules. That was Justinian's intention and that was indeed accomplished. Of course, this must be accompanied by a knowledge of the intellectual structure of the law (the dogmatics of law) as prevalent at that timeafter all, Justinian's entire codification had to serve legal educationor else words and concepts might be misunderstood. Only then does one get a picture of the law at that particular point or period in time. What the original reason for issuing a constitu tion was no longer mattered in the codification process: the texts do not present unrelated fragments of previously issued constitutions but have become (if they were not already) pieces of a system. That picture can and should of course be put into the context of the society and culture of the moment.7 5 c. Haec 2; c. Cordi 3. 6 For an example of this method see Sirks, op. cit. (n. 4) , Nr. 34.
7 The texts in codifications can also be treated as historical sources and used as they were issued in their own time, conveniently collected in chronological order in the codifications. Within that context it is sensible to try to join fragments of the same original constitution. Thus it is quite usual to see a treatise on the colonate start with the earliest known text on this, CTh 5.17.1, to be followed by others in chronological order. One has to realize, however, that they were originally only issued or interpreted as general rules for legal use and for that reason later on selected and collected in the codifications or other collections. Consequently one has to be aware of the context within which these texts are transmitted and 'deduct' the potential layers and changes of the codification process(es). With Theodosius' Code the debate is still on-going, whether the texts preserved include obsolete ones or not; see Sirks, op. cit. (n. 4) , Nr. 44 ff. for a survey.
I shall follow this approach in the ensuing research into the agricolae censiti vel coloni, parting from the texts in the central title on these and connecting these wherever appro priate with texts from other parts of the Code, and by this I hope to present a concise survey of the colonate as a legal institution under Justinian. I shall restrict myself to texts relevant for the present argument,8 using the word 'colonate' for what in the sources is called the condicio adscripticia (the adscripticiate with the adscripticii) and the condicio of the coloni liberi (the 'free' colonate). I use the word colonus in its original meaning of cultor, cultivator or farmer. It will depend on the context whether this farmer was the owner of his plot of land, a tenant or a farm labourer; also it depends on the context whether he was subjected to a particular (public law) condicio or not.
Regarding the colonate, I briefly summarize the present discussion, without intending to enter here extensively into the debate on the colonate as institution. In the course of the fourth century we see constitutions issued with the purpose of tying agricultural workers (coloni) to the land in order to facilitate the raising of land and poll tax. Some authors assume this happened in the course of a reform of the taxation system under Diocletian. The status of these workers gradually declined and under Justinian a category of coloni (the adscripticii) is even compared to slaves. Although it must have been considerable, there is no information about their actual number. There is certainly evidence of free labour also in this time. The discussion on the coloni has been dominated by two views. One sees the colonate, within the context of agricultural exploitation, as the successor to the tenancy of the Late Republic (when colonus was used for a tenant) and as the precursor of the tied serf of the Middle Ages. In this view it proves the Marxist's theory of a transi tion from slave society to feudal society. In the other view the colonate is but one illustra tion of the decline of the Roman Empire by its social petrification and bureaucracy. Some authors also discern in the context of this the emergence of the great domains as semi public institutions.9 II THE PLACE OF THE TITLES ON THE COLONI WITHIN BOOK II
The titles on these coloni are placed in the iith book of Justinian's Code (CJ), which in general deals with public law. Placed after titles on groups of persons obliged to perform certain services of public interest (CJ ii.z-I8), titles on the organization of the three main cities of the Empire (CJ ii.i9-z8), and titles on the organization of towns , CJ II.48-53 are about agricolae censiti vel coloni, the capitatio, coloni censiti and coloni of particular provinces. After that follow CJ II.54-57 on rusticani and their villages, CJ ii.58-9 on correction of the taxation rate and distribution of deserted lands (peraequatio, impositio agrorum desertorum), CJ ii.6o-i on border-and pasture-lands, CJ ii.6z-5 on patrimonial and other lands, Cf ii.66 on lands of the res privata, Cf ii.67-8 on lands of the res dominica, and Cf ii.69 on lands of the treasury. In these last four titles there is also mention of coloni on these lands.'0 Book ii finishes with some titles on the lease of public and imperial lands (CJ II.70-4) and some titles on particular subjects . This survey already makes clear that, notwithstanding that there may have been a connection with taxes, for the Justinianic compilers the main feature of the colonate was services to be rendered, within the context of agricultural exploitation. If the compilers had considered a connection with taxes as the main characteristic, they would presumably have placed those titles in Book iO, where in Cf IO.I-30 the taxes are dealt with.
Regarding the agricolae censitithe rubric implies that there are normal agricolae (farmers) as well and that we are dealing here with a particular group of farmers, called coloni, who have been censused -the sequence of the titles is systematic. It starts with a general title (CJ II.48), then CJ II.49 with a single constitution on the abolition of the capitatio humana for the urban plebs in the East, Cf II.50 with the subject of litigation by coloni censiti against their masters (this is the consequence of the rules as collected in Cf II.48), and finally three titles each with a single constitution, on the coloni in Palestine, Thrace, and Illyricum (which concern the agricolae censiti of certain provinces). The placement of CJ II.49 in the middle of the constitutions on coloni is a sign that this tax was relevant to the group of agricolae censiti, a connection confirmed by CJ II.48.I0 in which the rates of the capitatio humana are rendered. Though the rubric of Cf II.48 speaks of agricolae censiti vel coloni, we meet in its texts various designations besides colonus: coloni originales (c. 4), rustici (c. 5), adscripticii (coloni) (c. 6, 2I, 22, 23, 24) , originarii (c. 7, ii, i6), tributarii (c. iz), adscripticiae condicionis (c. ZZ, z3, 24), censibus adscripti (c. i8 and CJ ii.5o.z), colonariae condicionis (c. z3), and the Greek ?vaur'Ypwpo; (c. ig).11 There were also coloni censiti who were considered 'free' and different from the coloni adscripticii (c. I9). We shall use, in accordance with the title's rubric, the term colonus for both kinds of coloni censiti.
Apart from these titles, there are a number of other texts in the Code or Novels in which coloni or adscripticii (?vcutypawpoi) are mentioned.'2 In some cases this concerns coloni in the sense of independent tenants. They figure in Cf 4.44.65 and other places and if and in as far as coloni adscripticii or liberi were tenants, those texts also apply to these.13 In some 10 I leave these coloni out here: it is likely that their position did not substantially differ from the two (other) kinds of coloni.
11 But this text (see below, n. 40) is a restitution from the Basilica and the word may be a later hellenism, or the antecessor used in his Greek summary or translation of the current Greek equivalent, in both of which cases the original text most likely had adscripticius. 12 Apart from CJ 11.48-69: colonus and colonarius in CJ 1.2.14, 1.3.36, 1.4.24, 1.12.6.9, 2.7.22, 2.7.24, 3.26.7, 3.26.8, 3.26.11, 3.38.11, 4.10.3, 4.10.11, 4.21.19, 4.26.13, 4.65.5, 4.65.9, 4.65.27, 4.65.35, 5.34.13, 5.62.8, 6.4.2, 7.30.1, 7.32.5, 7.32.12, 7.38.1, 7.38.2, 8.5.1, 8.15.8, 8.51.3, 9.24.1.5, 11.8.7, 11.26.1, 11.75.1, 12.10.2, 12.19.12, 12.21.8, 12.33.3; adscripticius in CJ 1.3.20, 1.3.36, 1.4.24, 1.12.6.9, 2.4.43, 3.38.11, 7.24.1.1, 8.51.1, 8.51.3, 12.19.12, 12.54.3; 162.2 pr, 3, 4, 5, 162.2.1; 123.4, 12.3.35, 156.1, 11; 4.21.19 pr.; 4.65.5, 9, 27, 35 pr (here the conductores have taken it upon themselves to find farmers to till the rented lands as subtenants, which may therefore concern free tenants, but perhaps also coloni adscripticii or liberi); CJ 5.62.8 (where coloni is explained by the interpolation 'id est conductores'; otherwise confusion might be created with CJ 5.34.13 where the coloni patrimoniales enjoy immunity from the guardianship); CJ 7.30.1 (where colono vel may be interpolated); CJ 9.24.1.5
(assistance with counterfeiting); CJ 11.58.3 (the owner resists a fiscal re-evaluation of his lands by retracting his procurator or by dismissing his colonus: it would not help to dismiss an adscripticius, so it must concern a tenant; further, if it concerned tied farmers, the text would rather have read colonos); CJ 11.61.3.1 (which concerns tenants (conductores) of provincial and res privata meadows, since meadows are not cultivated); CJ 11.62.5 (which concerns a reassignment of lands, deserted by previous coloni or emphyteuticarii).
cases the adscripticiate has been interpolated, which shows how texts were adapted for contemporary use.14 Furthermore we meet tapotKot, meaning according to Zepos coloni, tied to land; but it is possible that we are dealing here with inquilini or casarii (who could also be tied to an estate There is one papyrus with reference to such an agreement (it at least suggests it; see n. I7).
Children of coloni scil. adscripticii could be claimed as well. If they raised the exception of limitation of thirty or forty years against the claim, it would be of no avail . This general limitation of prescription applied both in private and public law (e.g., CJ 7.39.4I), with the exception in public law regarding the summons of people for public duties on basis of their birth status.22 As for the children of an adscripticius, the basis of the summons was not a contract, but their origo (on the basis of their birth; see below). They might have been away from the estate for a long time and could have pur sued occupations other than farming, as CJ II.48.22.3 says. Their obligations would have been those connected to the condicio adscripticia (or, as it is said in the papyri, the -n5X'9 &vacutypawpi; see Section Ix). We see indeed in the papyri adscripticii with various occupa tions; when they are named ?vaioypcupoi ycopyo, it merely denotes their status, while 7rop670; does not necessarily mean they are farmers.23 Likewise we see that they own assets which they pledge.24 17 Of the land: since the references are always to being tied to a piece of land, it must have been the registration of the land, which had to be done in the town in whose territory the land lay. This birth status, the origo, derived from the time that the Mediterranean world was a patchwork of independent and autonomous cities, which could summon their citizens for public tasks. According to rules of international private law (ius gentium), it determined one's home town (patria) and consequently one's public and private law system. It was retained in the Roman Empire, not so much for citizenship as such (almost everybody being after A.D. ziz also a Roman citizen), but for the public tasks now called munera and honores. The origo passed on in the same way as it had done previously: in legitimate mar riages from father onto his children (CJ 8.47.7), otherwise from mother onto her child ren.25 Likewise freedmen took their manumitter's origo (cf. CJ 7.I4.I).26 A wife kept her own origo or else the application of the SC Claudianum (see below) would have been unnecessary.27 The situation is, however, more complicated. The origo was established on the basis of one's descent. Theoretically every citizen of a town could be summoned for all public obli gations connected with the origo, but in practice this was not the case. For example, with decurions only those who had a decurion as father or sometimes grandfather were eligible, and in addition they had to dispose of a certain amount of wealth in order to perform their duties. Only if not enough new candidates were found in this way were homines novi chosen (whose existimatio, reputation, had to be good also). This eligibility might further entail restrictions as regards, for example, other functions. It is this ensemble of origo, lia bility, eligibility, duties and restrictions which defined the condicio curialis.28 It might seem as if the condicio was 'inherited' but that is not the case. Birth was the criterion for the origo and the origo was one of the criteria for the imposition of the condicio (in this case by the home town). It was an important criterion since it defined the town which might claim and as such it was fundamental to the system, but it did not have to be the only criterion. Condicio may point to the liability as such, but also to the status in its totality.
It is the same with the condicio adscripticia. Here also the descent defined the origo, which again is the essential criterion for imposition of the condicio. Further requirements were apparently not set, but duties and restrictions were present.29 Yet was the origo a town? In view of it being the dominus terrae summoning the adscripticius, and in view of the fact, as we saw above, that the adscripticiate was to be proved by the adscriptio census publici, the colonus' origo must have been the estate in question, namely the terra of the dominus terrae. This means that in these cases the town as origo had been substituted by (2005), 138, where it is set out how this senatusconsultum effected a deviation from the international private law rule on status as regarded unions between free women and slaves. The inequity Gai. 1.84 refers to in this context is the case that the owner of the slave agrees not to enslave the woman, but that in that case, due to the senatusconsultum, she will bear slaves. Hadrian corrected this: in such a case she would bear free children.
Unfortunately, this has not been taken into account by Grey, op. cit. (n. 8), 156 and 170-1. Ch. Saumagne, 'Du r?le de Y origo et du "census" dans la formation du colonat ', Byzantion 12 (1937) , 506 sees the land as the dominus and the colonus as its servus. Legally this is nonsense, as is Saumagne's assertion that the land is the subject of a right to the colonus. D. Vera, 'Schiavit? rurale e colonato nell'Italia imp?riale', Scienze dell Antichit? 6-7 (1992 Antichit? 6-7 ( ?1993 , 317 states that the colonus was not tied to the estate owner, but to the taxation, and that the origo was a fiscal category.
But he does not specify what such a tie to the taxation meant.
26 This explains the application of the colonate in Illyricum (CJ 53.1.3) to freedmen of coloni. 27 See below for the SC. Further CJ 10.32.36, where the request to be transferred to the maternal origo is rejected, which implies that the mother of the applicant kept it; CJ 10.32.11. In Sirks, op. cit. (n. 8), 367 it was mistakenly assumed that a wife took the origo of her husband: she took his domicile. 28 See on this in general Sirks, op. cit. (n. 25, 1993 an estate (terra, possessio). Thus the estate owner could summon a colonus to perform his duties in the same way as a town could summon its citizens and curials to perform public duties (e.g., CJ IO.3z.z, 5); what duties the origo of the coloni adscripticii and other coloni implied we shall discuss below in Section ix. Moreover, the use of the census as origo made it possible for the person of the estate owner to change, e.g. by sale, with the colonus being obliged to the new owner. If the adscripticiate was entered by agreement, its formalization by the adscriptio released it from the constraints of the law of obligations which would not recognize a change in a contractual relationship. Thus it could be said that the coloni were alienable together with the estate (CJ II.48.2 pr., zi.i) and in this sense they resembled slaves who were attached as instrumentum to a plot of land.
A town as origo must be distinguished from a town as centrepoint in the taxation sys tem. On the basis of the census declarations the expenses of the state were proportionally apportioned to provinces, again to towns, and, in the end, to the individual landholdings, and subsequently levied accordingly.30 If somebody owned land in more than one town's territory, he would have to declare each estate in the town where it lay (Dig. 50.I5.4.2), and pay the tax likewise in more than one place; his origo had nothing to do with this.31 It is therefore wrong to assume that the enrolment in a census declaration of an estate made a colonus originarius responsible for the taxes imposed on this land: the owner was res ponsible and did not become originarius by this.32
There was nevertheless a difference: an estate did not equal a town, notwithstanding the use of origo for both. Normally we would expect that in the case of a marriage between a man, subjected to the adscripticiate, and a woman, not subjected to this or another condicio but citizen of a town, the children would follow the origo of the father. (Such unsubjected persons are usually called ingenui, i.e., free of obligations; likewise in the law of persons ingenui were not subjected to obligations as were liberti regarding their manu missors.) But we know that the SC Claudianum was applied to these unions when the husband was an adscripticius and the woman was not. Originally the senatusconsultum made the children born out of a union between a slave and a free woman slave instead of their being freeborn. By this it reversed the above-mentioned ius gentium rule on the civil status. Here the application made children of such a marriage follow the status of their father instead of that of their mother and they became adscripticii resp. adscripticiae (the latter have been attested).3 This means that the origines of father and mother were not 31 See Giliberti, op. cit. (n. 8), 31?2; Giliberti is incomplete when he states in his otherwise instructive survey that Diocletian's reforms 'richiedava per tutti i contribuenti l'individuazione di una residenza fiscale obbligatoria e definitiva (origo). Ogni individuo sottoposto a imposizione era registrato (adscriptus) nell'unit? amministrativa cui lo legava la sua origo: citt?, villaggio, latifondo'. CJ 11.48.4.1 (= CTh n.i.14.1) proves precisely for the adscripticii that one could have one's origo in A, but have to pay one's land tax in B. Grey has likewise not seen this point (see n. 32). Further CTh n.3.5:
if somebody acquires part of a property, he has at once to register his name in the paginae censuales, seil, where the land lay. The acquisition is not restricted to one's own origo. If the taxes on the sometimes widely spread possessions of a magnate were all levied in his origo, it would have meant an unnecessary complication of the system of distributing the taxable sum over the Empire and implied a complicated and unattested system of administration. This application of the origo meant that, as stated above, the designation colonus (adscripticius) no longer necessarily meant that this person was a farmer and we do indeed find a variety of occupations -steward, scribe, guard in the legal texts; functions in the imperial service; in the Church.39 His duties, however, could involve work on an estate, but it is not impossible that an adscripticius with funds could have contracted somebody else to perform this duty for him (cf. CJ I.3.I6).
The application of the senatusconsultum Claudianum meant no change in the personal law status of the adscripticii, but remarkably enough the measure taken after its abolition in A.D. 53I/534 did. It implied a potential marriage restriction, which was remedied in A.D. 539 by Justinian's Novel (Nov. i6z.z). That Novel restored the personal law status of the adscripticii. Sirks, op. cit. (n. 8) , 334-5, at n. 9, grave doubts about adscripticii as being in general tenants and pleaded for an interpretation as hirelings, which he apparently did not see. That Grey does not find debt mentioned in the sources is only possible if he interprets it as private law debts, but that is precisely the point. The adscripticiate is always connected with the taxes and taxes are a debt the adscripticii had to pay and which their estate owners guaranteed or took over. As to being landless, the fact that the adscripticii were not prohibited from owning land does not necessarily imply that they regularly owned land. CJ 11.48.4.1 suggests that it was an exception. Grey further, in the wake of this, states that there were not two different condiciones, referring in n. 105 to a critique by Carri?, op. cit. (n. 9), 113, which apparently is convincing to him; but see my comments in n. 45. question if it had not meant better conditions. This point is not seen by the aforementioned authors, nor by Carrie, who uses CJ I1.48.19 to interpret the term condicio coloniaria in CJ I I 48.23 . I .45 Perhaps the reason for this benefice was to make flight less attractive, because a fugitive would permanently live under the threat of being recalled as adscripticius, whereas now he could be sure that after thirty years he would quit the control and authority (potestas) of the estate owner, and his children would be free of this also. If his children were away for thirty years, they would not benefit from a limitation in itself, but if their father became 'free' in this way they would follow his new status as well (CJ II.48.z3.I). We must be realistic: not many will have profited from this unless they were enrolled or summoned at an early age. Thirty years was a long time in antiquity.
Apart from this source of what we shall call, in accordance with the texts, the 'free' colonate, which must have caused a distribution of 'free' coloni over those provinces where the adscripticiate existed, there were some provinces in which the 'free' colonate had been imposed generally on adscripticii: Palestine, Thrace, and Illyricum (CJ ii.5i, 52 and 53).46 These three constitutions functioned in their Justinianic context as the legal basis for recalling these coloni, if they had fled, from their harbourers and defined the con ditions of the 'free' colonate for each region. Those who admit fugitives are, as seen in CJ II.48, fined (CJ II.52.I.2, 53.1.z). Interesting is the fact that in Illyricum the rules for children of 'free' coloni also applied to their freedmen (CJ II.53.J.3).47 Since adscripticii were liable for the taxes on their own plots of land, they could own land, and since they could become 'free' coloni, there could have been 'free' coloni who owned land. Consequently when in A.D. 535 Justinian forbade money-lenders to take the land from their farmer-debtors,48 it could concern independent farmers, but also these coloni, now 'free', or adscripticii with their own land.49 A third source of the 'free' colonate was after A.D. 539 the marriages between adscripticii and ingenuae, which we discussed above, in Section iv.
Nothing is said about the requirements for the claiming of a 'free' colonus. This was possible (CJ II.48.23.5). Presumably it happened in the same way as with adscripticii.
45 I cannot enter here into a complete discussion of Carri?, op. cit. (n. 9), but his approach suffers greatly from not taking the entire legal dossier into account in a proper way. Regarding the tie to the estate, it was forbidden, if an estate was transferred, to separate the coloni attached to it and tie them to another estate, even if the buyer agreed to this (Cj II.48.2). Likewise coloni could not be alienated separately from their estate. An evident trick to circumvent this, namely by selling only a very small part of the estate while trans ferring with it all coloni on the estate, was suppressed by the prescription that in case of a division of the estate, the coloni should be distributed proportionally over the parts (Cj II.48.7 pr.-z). The trick presumably consisted of registering at the moment of division all the coloni in the census of the small part, which was then sold and transferred with them attached to it. If it nevertheless happened, the owner of the remaining estate now devoid of coloni could reclaim them, while the new possessor could not raise limitation of pre scription against him (CJ II.48.7.3). The question arises whether the owner of two estates, each of which had coloni attached to it, could transfer some coloni from one estate to the other if this had a shortage of labour. This is indeed also dealt with in the texts. It is allowed, but if the two estates pass into different hands, the owner of the estate from which coloni were taken could claim the offspring of the transferred coloni (CJ II.48.13.I). This tallies with the concept behind CJ II.48.2.I, which says that whoever thinks that coloni are useful on a parcel of land should keep them there, and it is in accord ance with the principle of the origo.
VII TAXES
The registration in the census had as consequence, or as condition, that the estate owners had to acknowledge, either by themselves in person or through their stewards (procura tores; which will often have been the case with magnates), the liability for the tax their coloni originales, once having been censiti, had to pay (CJ II.48.4 pr. bonds. This must refer to the adscripticii, and it demonstrates that the designation tributarii must also refer to these coloni. It confirms that it was the guarantee of their estate owners for the capitatio humana which made them subjected to him and, parallel to the pledge of a creditor, which ends when the debt is paid or cancelled, their bond must have ended as well (I think the parallel is fully warranted in view of the language of the constitution: it assumed without reserve that the abolition of the tax (a debt to the state) generally ends all cases of the adscripticiate, regardless of the individual agreements). In order to prevent a massive migration, these coloni (it does not say that it concerned all coloni of Thrace) are made into coloni liberi. They are retained originario iure, which shows that this designation comprises the two kinds of coloni (CJ 11.52.1). The same was done in Illyricum in A.D. 371 (CJ 11.53.1, with reference to the tributarius nexus), and in Palestine, where the text underlines the faculty of the estate owner to recall them (CJ 11.51.1). Although the text suggests that this colonate was introduced for all coloni, the phrasing suggests that it concerned those adscripticii who were released: reference is made to estate they once took upon them to till and 'nullus omnino colonorum suo iure velut vagus ac liber exsultet': it cannot be that every farmer rejoiced, but only those who were released. These three constitutions functioned in their Justinianic version as the legal basis for recalling these coloni. Those who admit fugitives are, as we saw before in CJ 11.48, fined (CJ 11.52.1.2, 53.1.2). Since adscripticii were liable for the taxes on their own plots of land, they could own land. The fact that the estate owner functioned as guarantor for the taxes of his registered coloni explains the disposition of Cj II.48.8 pr., that any harbourer of fugitives who uses them as if they were his own coloni without paying them a loan, must pay the taxes due by them: the rationale evidently was that whoever profits from them also must carry the burden. The question, of course, is whether the first estate owner had nevertheless to pay the tax in case of flight. We have to infer that as soon as the coloni had fled, he had no longer to do so. This makes sense. The poll tax was levied on persons: if they were gone, there was no longer a subject to levy the tax from and by default of the primary obligation that of the surety would fall away.54
It also follows from CJ II.48.4 pr. that censitus refers to the registration in the census, thus that a colonus censitus is the same as a colonus originalis who has been enrolled. It would be the same procedure as with public obligations such as the munera, where liable persons are summoned and then have to acknowledge their duties formally. As such the word originalis (or originarius) may refer, in Justinian's times, to both categories of coloni (in that they are obliged on the grounds of their origo, which often will have been the case) but here the adscripticii are meant because the other category of coloni had always to pay the taxes themselves. Immunities, especially given with regard to the capitatio and iugatio (which could also profit coloni), were unacceptable if they had been made without proof (i.e., most likely, through bribery; CJ II.48.9). Their tie to the estate ensured the coloni at least of one advantage, namely that they were not liable for the unpaid fiscal debts of other people (CJ II.48.I5, repeated in Nov.Just. I08.I4 of A.D. 545). Normally those with the same origo would be subjected to this secondary liability, inherent in the fiscal system. They, however, had as their origo only the estate (CJ II.50.I). Their estate owner was liable for this estate and for the other adscripticii (this argues against the idea of the estate owner as public tax collector; see below, Section xiii). 98 for his assertion that 'registration though a landowner's tax declaration on a particular origo made tenants visible in the municipal or imperial tax rolls, so that they could be held responsible for the mu?era of that land' but see n. 32. It does not seem to me that tenants would become liable in this way (Sirks, op. cit. (n. 25, 1993), 165 If litigation were initiated about the identity of the estate owner, the coloni of the estate should not be able to use this opportunity to escape their duty to pay their dues, and so Justinian regulated this . He did this not so much out of concern over what was due to the estate owner as over the payment of the taxes (publicae functiones).
Regarding the first, if the revenues (reditus) were paid in gold, the coloni had to provide surety for the revenues or else the governor would claim these and deposit the sums at a suitable depository. If the revenues were paid in kind, the governor would sell them and likewise deposit the resulting sum for after the trial. As to the taxes, Justinian again distinguished two situations. Either the coloni used to pay these themselves, or it was custom that they turned over a lump sum (tota summa) to the estate owner, who then took the sum due for taxes out of this and paid it to the tax collector, while he kept the rest as income (sui reditus). In the first case, even if the tax should have been paid through the estate owner, the existing practice should continue till the end of the law suit. In the other case, however, if the coloni had already appointed a surety for what they owed to the estate owner, the same surety also had to pay the owner the sum (scil. when it was time) due as tax, and the latter had to turn this over to the tax collector. If the coloni did not give surety, the entire revenues were set aside, or sold and set aside, and the governor would take out the sum due as taxes and give the owner a receipt for this . What were these taxes? They are called publicae or tributariae functiones.55 It will in any case have concerned the capitatio bumana, the poll tax, of the coloni, since it is this tax which is dealt with in other texts. With adscripticii this was regularly paid by their estate owners but it remained their tax (see above, Section VII). The first situation men tioned above would then concern 'free' coloni (of whom it is said that they pay taxes them selves, i.e., as we see here, in their own person since they were registered independently for this). We do not see any special mention of the land tax. Since the litigation was about the question of whether the purported estate owner was indeed the rightful estate owner, who was liable for the land tax, it must also have been a question as to whether the land tax would be paid. Therefore the text must have dealt with this as well. In the second above mentioned situation it was usual that the coloni, i.e., adscripticii, turned over a lump sum out of the revenues of the land they worked on, in money or in kind. Although this could concern share-cropping, it is not likely as we shall see (see below, Section XII). It certainly was not a regular tenancy. The form of exploitation through coloni (of both kinds) Justin ian dealt with here must apparently have been one in which the estate owner put land in the charge of people for the purpose of cultivation and expected in principle a lump sum to be turned over to him, in the case of adscripticii comprising in any case of the tax he had to pay for them. It presumably also included the amount of the land tax due for the plot, but this of course did not make the farmers responsible for the land tax. If this exploitation mode concerned 'free' coloni, these people would certainly have liked to deduct their poll tax from the lump sum. In the case of adscripticii the estate owner would pay their poll tax. We do not know whether he also left the coloni a part of the revenues as recompense but it is possible. It may also be that he credited their accounts in his book-keeping.
Nothing is said in CJ II.48 about tenants and agricultural workers not tied to an estate, but that is not what the title is about and thus not to be expected. They figure in CJ If an adscripticius became a priest in his own hamlet (vicus) (for which his estate owner had to release him from the adscripticiate, see Section v), his estate owner could require that he acknowledged the liability for the capitatio, releasing by that his estate owner from this obligation, and that he would have his estate duties performel by a substitute of his own choice (CJ I.3.i6). A 'free' colonus had as his only obligation to remain on the estate and till the land (CJ II.48.I5 and 23.1), which must have implied that he had to continue to till it as tenant or as farm labourer and that he had to pay his taxes, i.e. the capitatio bumana. From this it follows, as stated, that an adscripticius did not have to pay this tax directly, which again implies that his estate owner did so (see above, Section vii). If the person who harboured the adscripticius had the use of his labour, this person was liable for these taxes.59 Some evidence regarding the duties is further provided by the papyri. In a number of papyri mention is made of evcur6ypctpoi ycwpyoi, i.e. coloni adscripticii. Fikhman has thoroughly analysed them.60 These papyri cover the period from A.D. 44I (or, in any case, 469) till A.D. 6i6,61 thus roughly the period covered by Justinian's codification and legisla tion. Fikhman indeed makes comparisons with laws of Justinian's reign. He observes that v?vanr6pU(pos is found not only with farmers (y0cop76q), but also with other professions or 56 Some texts: CJ 4.10.3, 11; 4.21.19 pr.; 4.65.5, 9, 27, 35 pr (here the conductores have taken it upon them to find farmers to till the rented lands, which may concern free tenants, but perhaps also or just coloni adscripticii or liberi); CJ 5.62.8 (where coloni is explained by the interpolation 'id est conductores'; otherwise confusion might be created with CJ 5.34.13 where the coloni patrimoniales enjoy immunity from the guardianship); CJ 7.30.1 (where 'colono vel' may be interpolated); CJ 9.24.1.5
(assistance with counterfeiting); CJ 11.58.3 (the owner resists a fiscal re-evaluation of his lands by retracting his procurator or by dismissing his colonus: it would not help to dismiss an adscripticius, so it must concern a tenant; further, if it concerned tied farmers, the text would more likely have read colonos); CJ 11.61.3.1 (it concerns tenants (conductores) of provincial and rei privatae meadows, since meadows are not cultivated); CJ 11.62.5 (it concerns a reassignment of lands, deserted by previous coloni or emphyteuticarii:
because coloni adscripticii and liberi may have owned lands, but not from the crown, it must refer to free tenants (conductores) gig; K-cpov Tunov) with his children and wife, cattle and utensils, that he will be answerable for all that pertains to his person or his status as 9vcu 6ypc~po;, and that he will not go to another place; often also, that he will pay the tax ((popop) on himself (it must have been the capitatio; not a rent: why should a tenant flee if he could terminate the contract within a year?);65 that in the case of a second flight the surety will deliver him; or else the surety will pay a fine or will do his duties.66 What pertains to his status must have been the services which his estate owner could require in connection with agriculture: to guard the land (&ypo(ptXaR), to be fruit grower on the estate orchard (cotcuapitr7, K1pLoUpo().67 Perhaps seasonal jobs such as harvesting were required, but we do not know; there are other possibilities. In the papyri concerning the irrigation machines it is usually said that a certain irrigation work is 'in the charge' of the adscripticius.68 In the same way adscripticii could have been charged with farming by putting a plot of land in their charge, while in return they would have to render some or all revenues (with which the tax for the land could be paid also); they may also have been paid by credits in the estate book keeping.69 Such transfers into 'the charge of' an adscripticius who then had to exploit it would agree with CJ II.48.20, which deals with the dues of coloni. There is a group in this text which turns over all revenues to the estate owner (see above, Section vii). Could it be in the case of the irrigation works that the estate owner used the adscripticiate to charge 4797, 4800; cf. also CJ 11.48.8.2 and Sirks, op. cit. (n. 8), capable individuals with the management of this important agricultural machinery? Since two managers are women, it is not likely that they would do heavy work, but they could have been good managers. The advantage for the estate owner would be that these sub ordinates could never quit their job and would thus be more under his control, as would be their assets, like the freedmen of the early Principate. Cj ii.68.z orders the recall of imperial coloni who are fit to manage (ratiocinia gerere) or to farm. Apparently there was concern to use the talents of coloni. It was the habit of the Apiones to require sureties with all kinds of contracts.70 Fikhman is right in observing that the surety reflects the duties of the adscripticius, but the question is: are these the duties of an adscripticius who entered a contract and the census, or of one who was of that status on the grounds of his origo? Many sureties we have are for adscripticii who are in prison because they fled. We see that in these cases the enumerated duties reflect the legal description of the status: to do what pertains to their status, which included work on the land or to perform other agricultural services (CJ II.48.2z.3: 'neque agrum coluit neque aliquid colonarii operis celebravit'). Thus it seems better to assume that the surety reflects the previous or simultaneous acknowledgement (confessio, compar able with the agnoscere in administrative law of munera) by the adscripticius of his public obligations. Furthermore, the obligation to keep his goods on the estate fitted the prohibi tion against alienating from his peculium without the consent of the estate owner (Cj II.50.2.3; see Section XII).71 At the moment of entering the adscripticiate, it may have been different. The agreement between estate owner and prospective adscripticius must have consisted of several elements. For the farmer these would have been to provide labour, to remain on the estate with all and everything (which resembles the paramone agreement or clause),72 to pay the poll tax to the estate owner-perhaps these were simply comprised in the phrase: the duties of an adscripticius. For the estate owner these would have been to pay the poll tax of the farmer (and his family). There may have been special clauses, or it may have been left to custom (cf. CJ II.48.5, II.50.I).
Furthermore, CJ II.48.I does not allow the requirement of extraordinary performances when the coloni are harvesting if that could also be done at a more opportune moment, and CJ II.48.5 reminds the estate owners that they may not demand money payments from the farmers but must accept payments in kind, unless this is the custom of the estate (this could happen if a new owner took over). CJ II.50.1 prescribes the procedure by which coloni may contest increased claims, as does CJ II.50.z.4 for adscripticii.
X FLIGHT
The obligation to remain on the estate, which lay on every colonus who had acknowledged his status, implied that any unauthorized absence amounted to a flight. It comes as no sur prise, therefore, that flight was a permanent concern for the estate owners and emperors. Coloni, particularly adscripticii, would seem, considering the legal texts and papyri, to have been prone to flight, presumably because of the harsh conditions of the farming life. This is to be distinguished from absence as such, which, as long as a person liable for the colonate by origo had not been formally summoned by his estate owner to perform his duties, was possible. If a colonus had fled, his estate owner could coerce him to return, with the assistance of the provincial administration (CJ II.48.6, on adscripticii). More over, it was forbidden to harbour fugitive coloni the colonus (to be) had availed himself of a position which provided immunity from obli gations, based on the origo (like curial duties). The imperial services, the Church and the monasteries offered such positions, and in order not to harm the estate owners, it was forbidden to accept coloni without their estate owner's consent (CJ II.48.18, I.3.36 pr., z) or at all (CJ I2.43.I, I2.54.3) . When it nevertheless happened, the immunity was ineffec tive (CJ II.48.II, mentioning originarii, i.e., persons subjected on account of their origo). This indicates again the public law side of the colonate. But as we saw previously, at the basis of all these regulations lay the concern and need for sufficient labour on the land. There were always estate owners in need of hands. Thus it appears that coloni who had fled were working on the land of other people. It could be that estate owners knew they dealt with coloni and used them to their profit. They would accomplish this by having them till land and turn over its products to them, or by having them perform other labour and not paying them any wages. The text implies that they used their knowledge to blackmail them with their fugitive status. In that case they had to pay the taxes which were otherwise lost (CJ II.48.8 pr.). However, it could also be that the estate owners did not know of the flight and that the coloni deceivingly offered their services as men, free of the colonate bond (ingenui is the term in the sources for those free from such public obligations), as farm labourers or as tenants or share-croppers. In that case the taxes should be claimed directly from the coloni themselves since, as the texts state, it concerns a contractus privatus. And so, as the constitution says, all fugitives will be recalled together with their emolumenta tributaria ('fiscal benefits', i.e., what they had to pay as taxthe capitatio humanaand which was a benefit to the state; Cl II.48.8.I). In all cases any debts should be settled before the return (C) II.48.8.z).73 If these rules concern 'free' coloni, CJ II.48.8.I would state the obvious, since these people were already directly responsible for their poll tax; but the obvious is indeed sometimes stated. Yet the reference to a contractus privatus implies that the text refers to the adscripticii. It follows that in case of flight the obligation of the estate owner to pay for his adscripticii stopped (as regards future taxes). Thus if adscripticii fled and were used by another estate owner who did not pay them a loan, neither from the original estate owner nor from the adscripticii (or coloni) themselves could the poll tax be reclaimed. Hence the imposition of the liability for this on the mala fide estate owner. In the case of the 'private contract' there was no reason why it should not be claimed from the fugitives themselves. It is obvious that these measures did not make the harbouring and use of coloni who had fled less attractive,74 while it burdened the deprived estate owners with the search and reclamation. Flight was evidently a problem, as the number of sureties proves (see Section Ix). A fine of iz pounds for the fisc and the obligation to render not only the claimed colonus but also another farmer and his price (probably the additional value of land by the appendage of an adscripticius, such as of a slave as instrumentum, to work on it), should have deterred potential harbourers (CJ II.48.I.z2).
A colona might flee to a town or another place and marry an ingenuus (i.e., someone not subjected to the condicio adscripticia). If she was found, she could be recalled with her offspring (CJ II.48.I6). That her offspring could be claimed as well was due to inequality as regards the origo of town and estate (see above, at CJ II.48.24). Otherwise the children would have followed the origo of their father and not have been subjected to the condicio coloniaria. The case of an adscripticius marrying an ingenua was already dealt with above.
If an estate owner possessed in good faith coloni who were claimed by somebody else (as in the case before), and the coloni fled to avoid the outcome of the litigation, it was the 73 By this is meant the system we know from the Heroninos Archive, that on an estate account books were kept in which entries were made for things bought by the labourers from the estate and for salaries earned. See on this Sirks, 74 The harbouring estate owner would upon discovery pay the taxes which he had not paid, but he would have saved them otherwise; and in the second case he only had to pay their wages.
estate owner who could claim them back and not the other person; having returned to him, the actual procedure could start (CJ 11.48.I4, in accordance with the use of possessory interdicts in the private law).
XI DUTIES IN THE 'FREE COLONATE
Those subjected to the 'free' condicio had to remain on the estate or land they had as origo (in this sense they were originales or originarii as well) and had to till this (CJ II. there is no such word to distinguish the other coloni otherwise than the reference that they are 'free', and we have to interpret colonus in its context to see to which category it applies. Likewise we have to do this for originarii and originales, terms which express the liability for a condicio by way of the origo. The question is what precisely the difference was between these two condiciones, apart from the way of paying the poll tax, since in both cases there is, basically, an obligation to be on a particular piece of land and render agricultural services. Perhaps with the adscripticii the estate owner could ask other services as well, whereas we see that for 'free' coloni the obligations must have been circumscribed precisely and were not to be changed (CJ II.48.23.2).
litigate against their estate owners: CJ ii.50.2 pr. describes the difference between the two categories of coloni in a very elliptic way, but it comes down to this. The coloni censibus dumtaxat adscripti ('merely registered in the census'), i.e. the 'free' coloni, are not sub jected to their estate owners, whereas the other category, that of the adscripticii, are obliged (obnoxii) because of the yearly taxes and the obligations of their condicio, which makes them subjected as if in a certain kind of slavery. For that reason their faculty to sue their estate owners is very limited: then such a thing is unbearable where their masters have the power to alienate them together with the estate they are on (CJ ii.5o.z.i). The word obnoxius can mean 'subjected to another's power', 'liable' or 'obliged'. In the latter sense it is often used in the context of public obligations (munera)," as here, but the nature of these obligations could have had the effect that the first meaning crept in. Furthermore, the text rhetorically puts the question of how such a colonus may alienate anything he has in his peculium without his master's knowledge, when the law did not want him to have an independent faculty to do so and allows him only to acquire and possess for his master (CJ II.50.2.3). This strongly recalls a slave who had a peculium but without the libera administratio over it (which would have allowed him to alienate without prior permission of his owner, see CJ 4.z6.io). The language is rhetorical, but it is beyond doubt that one or more constitutions had either restricted the adscripticius' faculty as owner or confirmed a private law construction with a restriction regarding alienation, and that subsequently this restriction together with the bond to the land had led to the interpretation and con firmation of the position of an adscripticius as being in the potestas of the estate owner. One has to realize that in private law an estate owner would always have been able to recover debts of his adscripticii by seizing and selling their private assets, after having obtained a judgement against them. If these assets included such a peculium, it assured him that the assets were there. But the question is, what was the peculium, why was this separ ate measure introduced and what was its purport? Did it extend to all possessions of an adscripticius as it would seem? This question cannot be solved here but several arguments can be raised which might make the institution fit better with the law. We have seen that adscripticii were given charge over irrigation works (n. 68). It is possible that the same happened with plots of land which they had to cultivate. The estate owner would have retained ownership. In this situation the adscripticius would act as actor (representative) for the estate owner: he took care of his plot and turned over a lump sum. If he borrowed money, the creditor could not recover this from the estate owner unless the latter had given an order (iussum), in which case he could proceed against the estate owner with the actio quod iussu.78
The question is reflected in a case in which an adscripticius is pledging his possessions. In P.Oxy. LXIII.4398 (A.D. 553) the &vaco6ypapoq 7yopy70q Victor gives his possessions in surety (Ktv6UVv(q) cdov gtoi 6zapX(O(6vov)) to his estate owner Dioscorus for a loan of wheat for sowing on the estate fields in his charge (Vi'?t?). He promises to return the loan together with the payment of his tax (pac& Kaic TOO (POlKOt) gou Popou) in kind of the same quality. With pOpoq the tax on the adscripticius himself is meant; why should Victor be liable for somebody else's land? If his possessions were peculium in the strict sense (i.e., property of Dioscorus, in charge of Victor) he could not do this. Neither is it likely that he could pledge a potential claim to the remainder of peculium in the wider sense as discussed above. It is the same in P.Oxy. LXVI.4s3s (A.D. 6oo), where the ?xcucoypcpo; yeopny6 77 See Sirks, op. cit. (n. 25,1993) We have concentrated our investigation on Justinianic legal and documentary texts and seen that it is possible to get a coherent view on the coloni censiti. First, there were two condiciones regarding coloni censiti, the persons registered in somebody's census as coloni: the condicio coloniaria or adscripticia, and the condicio which we called the 'free' colonate. The condicio adscripticia was based on an origo estab lished on an estate, itself based on descent from a father or unwed mother who had already been subjected to this condicio, or on an enrolment into the census of the estate owner fol lowing an agreement to this effect. The other condicio was also based on an origo estab lished on an estate, and this again on the descent from a father or unwed mother who had already been subjected to this condicio, or on the imposition of it.
The consequences of each condicio differed considerably in private law. In the domain of personal law, the condicio adscripticia led in A.D. 53I/534-539 for the adscripticius to restriction on marriage with a woman not subjected to this condicio. In the domain of property law, it implied a grave restriction regarding his assets (his moveables and prob ably for most of the adscripticii their only capital). It was called peculium and considered as if peculium without libera administratio, which implied the prohibition against alien ating anything without the permission of the estate owner, including the faculty to dispose by testament of his peculium. If an adscripticius possessed real estate, this property was not affected by it. Regarding procedural law, in this condicio the possibility for the colonus to sue the estate owner was reduced to the position of a freedman against his manumissor, i.e. it was almost nil. It was these restrictions which made him considered as if in potestate and a subjected person, if this was not already a feature of his condicio. The other condicio did not have these consequences and those subjected to it were called, with justice, 'free'.
In public law, the consequences of both condiciones were originally the same: both kinds of coloni could be summoned or, in case of absence, be recalled, together with their family and peculium. Both could be ordered to perform services within the exploitation of the estate that was their origo. Regarding procedures, it was the same: they could sue their estate owners for unjust claims regarding their condicio. But the adscripticii had three pos sibilities to leave their condicio. They could exit their condicio if the estate owner con sented to this. If they fulfilled their obligations for thirty years, their condicio changed into that of the 'free' colonate, and this applied to their children as well. This will not often have been the case. From A.D. 539 onwards, if a male adscripticius entered a marriage with a woman not subjected to the condicio adscripticia, the children of such a marriage would be 'free' coloni and could even transfer their origo to their own estate if they acquired one large enough for them to be fully occupied with it.
In both condiciones, the coloni were taxed for the poll tax. If they possessed land, they had to make a professio in the census of the territory where it lay and pay the tax on it 86 See CJ 2.13-14 on this. Cf. further CTh 13.7.1, which describes this practice with ships, whose owners wanted to escape the compulsory transportation; and CTh 12.1.6 fin. for a decuri?n.
87 I therefore offer this hypothesis with reservation. In view of the present state of information a good analysis of the taxation system in the Later Roman Empire is indispensable for further research. themselves. In the case of the poll tax (capitatio humana), the estate owners of adscripticii paid this tax to the tax collectors, because they had taken on responsibility for it, while the adscripticii in their turn were to pay it to their estate owner. It would go too far to see in this construction a role for the estate owner as public tax collector, as Gascou does.88 It was rather a case of taking over as primary co-debtor and thus being obliged to render the amount of the tax as revenue. The other kind of coloni was in this respect 'free' as well: such people were primarily responsible for this tax and had to pay it themselves. Justinian underlined the contractual origin of the adscripticiate and although we do not know how often this was the case in his time (many cases of the adscripticiate in his reign will have been based on origo by descent, as will have been most or almost all cases of the 'free' colonate), it must have happened or else his emphasis would not have made sense. And we know of a case of re-admittance to the adscripticiate (see n. I7). This means that the adscripticiate was not a universal phenomenon which afflicted all farm labourers. And on the other side, the implementation as a status based on origo meant that a colonus censitus was not necessarily a farm labourer, but could pursue other occupations. In view of the restricted scope of this article it is not possible to draw conclusions for the entire debate on the colonate here. But something can be said nevertheless. The many references to coloni censiti being away from the estate and occupying positions which shielded them from being summoned, the emphasis of Justinian on the contractual origin of the adscripticiate, the occupations of those adscripticii who were of this status appar ently only on account of their origo, indicate that for Justinian's reign the characterization of society as a socially petrified system does not hold well for this level. Neither is it possible to state that the personal position of the colonus censitus had deteriorated into serfdom.89 This corroborates the caution as expressed by several authors. Perhaps society and the colonate were indeed so, or to an extent so in the period up until Justinian; but then one has to surmise a considerable change in both at some moment between Diocletian and Justinian. 89 As Demandt, see n. 9, without any reservations.
